
The debate 
Could be a normal threaded 
discussion, or another format, 
like DebatePedia or 
Truthmapping.com 

Representation 
Abstract format (xml, 
database, human knowledge 
etc) Previous 

Debates 

Summaries 
Ideally, generated automatically, or something like Delib’s amap process. 

Graphical Textual 
 

• Point 1 
• Point 2 
• Point 3 

Need to ensure they 
are equivalent 

uses 

politician/ 
campaigner

/citizen 

facilitator 

inform 

participants

participate 

moderates 

To aid summarisation,  
contributions could be 
tagged/ categorised along 
dimensions of deliberation: 
• By participant 
• By facilitator 
• Automatically 

Intermediate 
summaries to 
keep debate 
informed 

Have real world 
knowledge of the 
meaning and impact of 
the debate 
 
Have different needs 
and will use the 
information differently 

Aim of Deliberation 
• Help the decision makers and 

citizens understand the 
consequences – ie has a dynamic 
impact on the (political) system 

 
• Educate the participants (in the 

process, and the subject of the 
deliberation) 

 
• Improved political discourse (same as 

making it more rational and 
technocratic?) 

Q: How 
could/should 
deliberation be 
represented? 

Q: Does 
visualisation work? 
Who for? 
Who prefers textual 
representation? 

Q: Who are the 
potential users and 
what are their 
needs? 

Potentially, the only skilled person in 
the loop. Ensures consistency in 
representation, supports debate 

Q: How to cope 
when contributions 
number in their 
000s?

 Q: To what extent can this 
role be automated? 
 
Or (better) How can 
automation support this role?

Q: Are some topics more suitable for 
online deliberation than others? 
Eg Policies? Specific decisions? 
Are deliberations time-bound? 

Q: How are participants chosen? 
How do you know they are 
representative? Should they be? 

Q: How to ensure  participants are 
happy with details lost during the 
summarisation process?  

Notes 
Thanks to Alastair Renton for helping 
me clarify my thoughts.  All 
misconceptions are my own. 
 
The whole question of who sets the 
terms of the deliberation has been 
omitted. 
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